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ABSTRACT

Using satellite imagery, more than five million square kilometers of the forest and cerrado regions over South
America are extensively studied to monitor fires and smoke during the 1985 biomass burning season. The results
are characterized for four major ecosystems, namely, 1) tropical rain forest, 2) tropical broadleaf seasonal, 3)
savanna/grass and seasonal woods (SGW), and 4) mild/warm/hot grass/shrub (MGS). The spatial and temporal
distribution of fires are examined from two different methods using the multispectral Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer Local Area Coverage data. Using collocated measurements from the instantaneous scanner
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment data, the direct regional radiative forcing of biomass burning aerosols is
computed. The results show that more than 70% of the fires occur in the MGS and SGW ecosystems due to
agricultural practices. The smoke generated from biomass burning has negative instantaneous net radiative forcing
values for all four major ecosystems within South America. The smoke found directly over the fires has mean
net radiative forcing values ranging from 225.6 to 233.9 W m22. These results confirm that the regional net
radiative impact of biomass burning is one of cooling. The spectral and broadband properties for clear-sky and
smoke regions are also presented that could be used as input and/or validation for other studies attempting to
model the impact of aerosols on the earth–atmosphere system.

These results have important applications for future instruments from the Earth Observing System (EOS)
program. Specifically, the combination of the Visible Infrared Scanner and Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy
System (CERES) instruments from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission and the combination of Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer and CERES instruments from the EOS morning crossing mission could provide
reliable estimates of the direct radiative forcing of aerosols on a global scale, thereby reducing the uncertainties
in current global aerosol radiative forcing values.

1. Introduction

Each year in the Tropics, extensive areas of the forests
and savannas are burned for agricultural purposes and
to accommodate the needs of the expanding population
(Andreae 1991). The permanent deforestation is re-
placed with grazing or crop land, while the land cleared
for agricultural purposes is primarily used for shifting
agriculture. Although burning takes place whenever
there is plant material that is dry, biomass burning is
concentrated between July and October (e.g., Setzer and
Perreira 1991) in the Southern Hemisphere and between
December and April (e.g., Cahoon et al., 1992a) in the
Northern Hemisphere. Estimates from Lanly (1982)
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show that tropical forests cover 1440 million ha, while
the savannas cover approximately 1530 ha. The most
commonly used values of tropical deforestation from
the Food and Agriculture Organization (1988) are
around 75 000 km2 yr21 by the late 1970s and expected
to be higher for the 1980s and beyond (Myers 1991).
Similar estimates are reported by Meillo et al. (1985)
and Molofsky et al. (1986). Shifting agriculture, on the
other hand, covers 300–500 million ha (Seiler and
Crutzen 1980) and is not expected to rise (Andreae
1991) because virgin land used for such purposes is
becoming increasingly scarce. Instead, this land is now
used for permanent agriculture, which, due to continued
use, could become unsuitable for these purposes. In re-
cent years, the effect of biomass burning on a global
and regional scale has received due attention because
of its effect on atmospheric chemistry (Fishman, 1991;
Hao and Liu 1994; Reichle et al. 1986), radiation budget
(Penner et al. 1992; Coakley et al. 1983; Christopher et
al. 1996), increasing greenhouse gases (Ward et al.
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1992), loss of biodiversity (Uhl et al. 1988), decreasing
evapotranspiration and rainfall from altered general cir-
culation patterns (Nobre et al. 1991), increasing surface
albedo and runoff (Gentry and Lopez-Parodi 1980), and
spread of plant and human diseases via colonization
(Kingman 1989). The wide variety of satellite data from
current and future instruments can be used to address
these issues.

Satellite measurements have been used to routinely
measure various aspects of biomass burning. Much at-
tention has been focused upon detecting fires from bio-
mass burning on a regional scale (Flannigan and Vonder
Haar 1986; Matson and Stephens 1987; Tucker et al.
1984; Malingreau et al. 1985; Setzer and Perreira 1991;
Kaufman et al. 1990; Lee and Tag 1990; Justice et al.
1996). These studies have examined fires over South
America, Africa, and Southeast Asia. The commonly
used Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) dataset is either in the high-resolution picture
transmission or local area coverage (LAC) (Kidwell
1995) format at a nominal spatial resolution of 1 km,
while the global area coverage data at a nadir ground
spatial resolution of 4 km have been tested in selected
studies (Belward et al. 1994; Malingreau et al. 1985).
Although the AVHRR data has been used to obtain fire
counts, several challenges continue to exist. For ex-
ample, the infrared channels that are used to detect these
fires often saturate well below the temperature of the
fires, thereby making exact fire counts difficult. Other
difficulties include spatial sampling and the time of sat-
ellite overpass that may not coincide with peak fire ac-
tivities. An extensive review of the various fire detection
schemes is presented in Kennedy (1992) and Justice and
Dowty (1994). Robinson (1991) reviews the limitations
in using AVHRR imagery for fire detection. While the
AVHRR has remained the workhorse for fire detection,
recent studies have utilized the geostationary satellites
(Prins and Menzel 1992, 1994; Weaver et al. 1995) to
monitor fires. A distinct advantage is the improved tem-
poral frequency because GOES imagery is typically
available every hour. In fact, the AVHRR time of over-
pass is at least 2 h after the peak burning activity (Prins
and Menzel 1994). However, small-scale fires that are
detectable by AVHRR could be missed in GOES im-
agery due to the coarser spatial resolution of the GOES
imagers and sounders, although the GOES instruments
typically saturate at a higher temperature than the
AVHRR. Until the launch of the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) instrument on the Earth
Observing System Morning Crossing platform, the
AVHRR will remain the preferred instrument for ob-
taining fire counts on a regional basis. Recent interna-
tional collaborations have also provided the research
community with a global 1-km AVHRR dataset (Ei-
denshink and Faundeen 1994) that could be used for
mapping fires on a global basis, although data volumes
are difficult to handle. Reliable estimates of global fire
counts could be used as input to trace gas transport

models, regional emission models, and mesoscale mod-
els of atmospheric chemistry (Kaufman and Justice
1994). Furthermore, burned-area estimates (Cahoon et
al. 1992b) derived from fire counts could be used to
drive regional-scale ecological process models (Frohn
et al. 1996). Fire distribution and frequency, along with
ground-based information on particulate concentrations,
can also be used to derive estimates of trace gas con-
centrations from satellite data (Kaufman et al. 1990).

While the detection of fires from AVHRR imagery is
performed on a routine basis, an automated ‘‘smoke’’
detection scheme is still lacking. Much of the difficulty
is due to the bright backgrounds over which smoke from
biomass burning is generated. Other concerns are the
limited number of spectral channels available from the
AVHRR and, therefore, the difficulty in separating
clouds and smoke from spectral information alone. Most
studies provide only a qualitative view of the smoke,
and there is no comprehensive information on the spatial
information of smoke on a quantitative basis. The most
common technique to separate smoke and clouds and
the underlying background is to use a simple set of
thresholds (Kaufman et al. 1990). Other techniques in-
clude the dark-surface approach (Fraser et al. 1984;
Kaufman and Sendra 1988) and regions where sharp
contrast is available (Tanre et al. 1988). While dense
smoke can be distinguished from the underlying back-
ground, in this method, it is difficult to properly identify
the optically thin hazelike smoke. Another method uses
the textural (spatial) information from satellite imagery
to separate the dense smoke, haze, and clouds from the
underlying background (Christopher et al. 1996). This
technique has been tested on a limited set of images
over South America and is yet to be fully automated.
A global smoke product could be used in studies that
1) calculate the radiative forcing of aerosols from bio-
mass burning (Anderson et al. 1996; Christopher et al.
1996; Christopher and Chou 1997), 2) estimate surface
fluxes below aerosol layers (Konzelmann et al. 1996),
and 3) estimate, on a routine basis, the distribution of
smoke between land and ocean. This information can
be used as validation and/or input to the general cir-
culation models (GCMs). This product could also in-
clude aerosols from nonfire related events such as dust
storms.

Although it has been well established that aerosols
play a significant role on the radiation balance of the
earth–atmosphere system, no comprehensive picture has
yet emerged on how to obtain the radiative effects of
aerosols on a global scale. The radiative effects of aer-
osols are often classified into two categories, namely,
the ‘‘direct effect’’ (Penner et al. 1992; Anderson et al.
1996), where the atmospheric aerosols scatter the in-
coming solar radiation, thereby increasing the amount
of solar radiation reflected to space causing a ‘‘cooling
effect,’’ and the ‘‘indirect effect’’ (Schwartz 1988; Kauf-
man and Fraser 1997), where the aerosols act as cloud
condensation nuclei and modify the shortwave reflective
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properties of clouds. This effect could cause either
‘‘cooling’’ or ‘‘warming’’ depending upon the optical
properties of clouds. Kaufman (1995) provides an ex-
tensive review of the indirect and direct effects of aero-
sol radiative forcing. Current estimates of the global
direct effect of biomass burning range from 20.8 (Pen-
ner et al. 1992) to 20.2 W m22 (Hobbs et al. 1997).
Chylek and Wong (1995) also show that the direct ra-
diative forcing of smoke aerosols is a sensitive function
of the size distribution of aerosol particles. Their results
show that the direct radiative forcing varies from 20.2
to 21.1 W m22 for the range of measured size distri-
butions. These studies use a simple radiative transfer
equation that is valid only for aerosols with optical
depths less than 0.2. These equations involve several
assumptions that include values for 1) rate of biomass
burning; 2) lifetime of smoke; 3) fraction of burned
material that goes into smoke; 4) surface albedo; 5)
fractional cloud cover; 6) optical properties of aerosols
that include single scattering albedo, optical depth, and
extinction coefficients; and 7) fraction of smoke that is
distributed between land and ocean. The rate of biomass
burning is compiled from statistics valid for the period
1975–80 (Crutzen and Andreae 1990); the lifetime of
smoke is assumed to be 6 days (Charlson et al. 1992),
which is valid for sulfate aerosols; the surface albedo
is assumed to be 15%; and the global cloud cover is
assumed to be 61%. These assumptions were used by
both Penner et al. (1992) and Hobbs et al. (1997). Using
available information on aerosol optical properties
(backscattered fraction, change in mass scattering effi-
ciency with relative humidity, scattering optical depth,
and absorption optical depth), Penner et al. estimate the
direct mean global net radiative forcing of biomass
burning aerosols to be 0.8 W m22. The Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (1995) later
reduced this value by a factor of 4 due to the various
approximations used by Penner et al. The value now
reported by the IPCC for the direct effect of aerosol
radiative forcing is 20.27 W m22. Hobbs et al. (1996)
used data from the Smoke/Sulfate Clouds and Radiation
experiment (McDougal 1995) held in 1995 over the Am-
azon basin and obtained optical properties for biomass
burning. Using these new optical property values and
keeping the other assumptions the same as Penner et al.
yields a net radiative forcing value of about 20.27 W
m22. The wide range in the net radiative forcing values
for these studies is an indicator of the uncertainties as-
sociated in obtaining the radiative impact of aerosols.

We take a different approach to obtain the radiative
forcing of aerosols that is similar to the cloud radiative
forcing concept (see Ramanathan et al. 1989; Hartmann
et al. 1986; Ackerman and Inoue 1994). In this method,
narrowband measurements from the AVHRR are used
to identify the smoke from biomass burning. Then, col-
located measurements from the Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE) scanner are used to determine the
top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) fluxes for both clear-sky

and aerosol regions. The difference between the clear
and aerosol regions in the shortwave and longwave parts
of the spectrum provide the ‘‘shortwave aerosol radia-
tive forcing’’ and ‘‘longwave aerosol radiative forcing,’’
respectively. A recent study (Christopher et al. 1996)
used a similar approach for a limited set of images (11)
to obtain radiative forcing values. These values are
called ‘‘instantaneous radiative forcing values’’ because
they are obtained during the time of the satellite over-
pass. To obtain a global mean value, sufficient spatial
and temporal sampling must be available. The Cloud
and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System/Visible Infrared
Scanner (CERES/VIRS) combination of instruments
that is available from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM) platform is especially suited for ob-
taining global means of aerosol radiative forcing be-
cause the tropical regions will be sampled several times
during any given day. These estimates can then provide
the necessary validation for both GCMs and radiative
transfer studies.

The present study extends the previous work by
Christopher et al. (1996). Fifty AVHRR images from
the 1985 biomass burning season (August–October) are
used to study the spatial and temporal distribution of
fires as a function of four major ecosystems over South
America. Two different fire detection schemes are pre-
sented. The regional radiative forcing of smoke aerosols
are also presented as a function of ecosystems. Finally,
error estimates are presented along with complete tables
that characterize the narrowband and broadband prop-
erties of clear sky and smoke.

2. Datasets, preprocessing methods, and region of
study

The AVHRR LAC images from NOAA-9 are used in
this analysis to map fires and smoke as a function of
four major ecosystems. The period of study is from
August to October 1985. Only daytime images during
the ascending orbit (1430 LST) are used. Table 1 shows
the list of images used with other pertinent information.
The ERBE scanner (Kopia 1986), which was operational
between February 1985 and January 1987 on NOAA-9,
is used to obtain the radiative fluxes at the TOA.

The AVHRR provides images in five spectral chan-
nels at a ground spatial resolution of 1.1 km 3 1.1 km
at nadir. However, due to the large swath width (2700
km) at the edge of the scan, the ground resolution is
2.4 km 3 6.9 km. The NOAA-9 visible (0.58–0.68 mm)
and near-infrared channels (0.725–1.1 mm) provide in-
formation on surface characteristics (e.g., Townshend et
al. 1987) along with smoke loading (Kaufman and Na-
kajima 1993). The channel between 3.55 and 3.93 mm
is well suited to provide information on fires both during
night (Langaas 1992) and day (e.g., Belward et al. 1994)
while the infrared channels (10.3–11.3 mm; 11.5–12.5
mm) provide information on surface temperature (Price
1984; McClain 1989). The infrared channels (channels
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TABLE 1. List of images used in the study.

Num-
ber Year Month Day Satellite ID

Long (8)

Min Max

Lat (8)

Min Max

Start
time
GMT

End
time
GMT

Number
of

lines

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985

08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
08
09
09

01
02
03
05
06
07
08
09
10
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
29
30
31
01
02

NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9

287.65
285.96
283.27
275.69
271.64
272.46
269.76
263.59
264.36
276.34
273.64
270.93
290.01
287.31
285.57
278.48
279.38
277.52
288.48
285.08
284.08
280.56
278.69

254.46
253.09
250.16
235.91
242.10
239.33
236.62
233.94
231.19
243.12
240.41
237.65
256.46
253.74
252.31
249.59
246.91
244.23
254.75
253.27
250.80
247.85
245.07

222.54
218.39
219.03
241.06
218.77
218.91
218.89
218.73
218.87
218.77
218.76
218.84
222.77
222.78
218.71
218.74
218.55
218.45
222.69
218.86
217.98
218.75
218.87

7.62
11.57
11.58

1.63
23.33
11.73
11.75

22.96
11.79
11.73
11.75
11.77

7.84
7.86

11.58
27.78

8.59
11.77

7.82
4.97

11.70
8.57

11.75

19.2714
19.1114
18.9278
18.8400
18.3883
18.2075
18.0272
17.8475
17.6667
18.4672
18.2869
18.1064
19.4283
19.2481
19.0872
18.9069
18.7275
18.5478
19.3272
19.1658
18.9897
18.8056
18.6247

19.3975
19.2367
19.0564
19.0267
18.4428
18.3358
18.1558
17.9039
17.7956
18.5953
18.4150
18.2350
19.5567
19.3767
19.2144
18.9394
18.8394
18.6744
19.4556
19.2614
19.1139
18.9183
18.7536

2728
2699
2777
4035
1171
2779
2783
1219
2783
2768
2770
2779
2778
2780
2473

706
2416
2741
2770
2062
2685
2437
2783

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985

09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
10
10
10

03
04
05
06
07
10
10
11
12
12
13
15
16
17
17
19
20
24
24
24
25
25
25
26
02
04
22

NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9
NOAA-9

275.98
273.25
270.54
267.85
289.65
277.39
282.52
279.71
271.99
272.79
274.39
293.46
290.73
258.40
287.98
283.57
275.78
264.97
270.02
294.55
262.26
267.28
290.55
259.55
267.86
292.80
265.28

242.84
239.62
236.92
234.19
255.83
239.05
248.79
246.04
240.86
243.33
240.58
259.38
256.78
219.71
253.97
249.70
237.05
226.18
236.11
260.34
223.48
233.38
257.61
220.93
233.19
258.58
226.35

217.25
218.86
218.84
218.79
222.38
242.36
218.89
218.93
226.21
218.89
218.91
222.84
222.49
242.75
222.73
219.10
242.79
242.69
219.06
222.98
242.65
219.03
222.99
242.34
236.36
223.28
243.12

11.80
11.73
11.69
11.74

7.83
211.74

11.71
11.34

211.66
27.32
11.70

7.74
7.69

211.91
7.52

11.47
212.05
211.82

11.50
7.65

211.87
11.49

2.19
211.84
217.48

7.31
212.31

18.4525
18.2642
18.0842
17.9042
19.4078
18.7700
18.8839
18.7036
18.4881
18.5236
18.3431
19.6650
19.4864
17.5061
19.3050
18.9622
18.6664
17.9458
18.0608
19.7431
17.7658
17.8808
19.5631
17.5869
18.2358
19.6406
17.9994

18.5736
18.3928
18.2125
18.0325
19.5344
18.8975
19.0128
18.8306
18.5372
18.5589
18.4719
19.7933
19.6131
17.6347
19.4319
19.0908
18.7947
18.0744
18.1894
19.8719
17.8942
18.0092
19.6650
17.7139
18.3056
19.7692
18.1281

2619
2780
2775
2775
2736
2757
2777
2748
1069

758
2783
2779
2737
2776
2745
2776
2772
2780
2780
2775
2759
2774
2199
2744
1506
2778
2781

4 and 5) have an onboard calibration source, while chan-
nels 1 and 2 are calibrated only before launch. There-
fore, the degradation of the visible and near-infrared
sensors in orbit are taken into account using the meth-
odology described in Rao et al. (1993a). Nonlinear cal-
ibration of the thermal channels are computed following
Rao et al. (1993b). The 3.7-mm channel (channel 3)
contains both an emitted and a reflected portion. The
thermal portion is removed using the AVHRR channel
4 temperatures, and the reflectance in channel 3 is com-

puted using standard techniques (Allen et al. 1990;
Kaufman and Nakajima 1993).

The ERBE scanner measured broadband radiances at
the TOA in the shortwave (0.25–4 mm) and longwave
(4–50 mm) portions of the electromagnetic spectrum
(Kopia 1986). Considering the point spread function,
the ERBE scanner on NOAA-9 had a nadir ground res-
olution of about 35 km 3 35 km. Both the shortwave
and longwave channels are well calibrated both before
launch and during the lifetime of the instrument (Bark-
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FIG. 1. Region of study (outlined in the rectangle) and four major ecosystems within South America: (a) tropical rain forest (TRF), (b)
tropical broadleaf seasonal (TBS), (c) savanna/grass/seasonal woods (SGW), and (d) mild/warm/hot grass/shrub (MGS).

strom 1984). The radiances are converted to TOA fluxes
using a maximum likelihood classifier (Wielicki and
Green 1989) and angular directional models (ADMs)
(Suttles et al. 1988; Suttles et al. 1989).

The region of study shown in Fig. 1 in the enclosed
rectangle between 108N to 308S and 408 to 808W en-
compasses four major ecosystems within South Amer-
ica. The four ecosystems (Olson 1991) are 1) tropical
rain forest (TRF) (Fig. 1a), 2) tropical broadleaf sea-
sonal (TBS) with dry or cool season (Fig. 1b), 3) sa-
vanna/grass and seasonal woods (SGW) (Fig. 1c) (note

that in this category, trees or shrubs above grass ground
cover may be interspersed in many scales in savanna
belts of varying drought duration and high fire fre-
quency), and 4) mild/warm/hot grass shrub (MGS) (Fig.
1d). Also shown in this figure are selected sites of in-
terest. Porto Nacional, which is located on the eastern
side of the Amazon basin, is a cerrado region that is
categorized by the Olson database as MGS. The natural
vegetation in this ecosystem is routinely cleared for ag-
ricultural purposes. Cuiaba, located in the state of Matto
Grasso, is characterized as SGW and is also a region
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of agricultural cultivation. Alta Foresta is categorized
as a tropical broadleaf seasonal forest and has experi-
enced rapid intense biomass burning in the past. Holben
et al. (1996) describe the sun-photometer network at
these various sites. Manaus and Santarem, located on
the main Amazon, experience very little biomass burn-
ing, and Ji-Parana, located in Rondonia, experiences
fires from primary forest clearing, secondary growth,
and grass fires.

3. Methodology

a. Identifying clear-sky regions using the
pairwise-histogram approach

The pairwise-histogram classifier is currently being
developed as part of the Clouds and the Earth’s Energy
System (CERES) global cloud and aerosol identification
efforts (Baum et al. 1996). The main purpose of this
algorithm is to use existing AVHRR 1-km Pathfinder
(Eidenshink and Faundeen 1994) data and to develop a
product that will label each pixel into one of 23 classes
in an automated fashion. This algorithm is directly ap-
plicable for the Visible Infrared Scanner (VIRS) instru-
ment on the TRMM platform since the AVHRR and
VIRS have similar spectral and spatial resolution char-
acteristics.

The calibrated, preprocessed AVHRR images are first
used to manually identify several classes: 1) water, 2)
land, 3) snow, and 4) water cloud over land, etc. Then
a total of 185 features [(a) five calibrated pixel values
of AVHRR channels 1–5 and channel 3 reflectances, (b)
channel differences, and (c) channel ratios, etc.] are cal-
culated for use in the pairwise-histogram classifier. The
goal of the paired-histogram classifier is to find a set of
features for each pair of classes that provides optimal
separation. Within each feature, histograms are created
for the classes. The histograms of each pair of classes
are compared and two measures, namely, overlap and
divergence, are computed. This process is repeated for
each feature and for each pair of classes; the features
are sorted by the smallest overlap. The features with
equal overlaps are sorted by the largest divergence val-
ue. In the current study, this algorithm is used to identify
only clear-sky pixels (without clouds and smoke) and
the reason for using this algorithm is the in-house avail-
ability.

b. Fire detection

The detection of fires from AVHRR imagery is a well-
established procedure (see Kaufman and Justice 1994
for a comprehensive review). The physical principle be-
hind the detection of fires from AVHRR imagery is the
increased 3.7-mm channel response to fires when com-
pared to the background. Robinson (1991) defines the
amplification factor as the ratio of fire irradiance to the
background irradiance. Calculations show that at 3.7

mm, amplification factors of about 3200 and 20 000 are
predicted for cool (1000 K) and hot fires (1800 K),
which make the detection of fires possible from satellite
imagery. However, it is noted that fires saturate the
AVHRR sensor (the maximum detectable temperature
by the NOAA-9 3.7-mm channel is 319 K) and hot bare
soils could be confused with active fires. In spite of
these limitations, the AVHRR is the only instrument
that is routinely used to obtain fire counts over several
regions of the earth.

The most widely used fire detection scheme that is
applicable over the Amazon was developed by Kaufman
et al. (1990). In this method, a pixel is classified as fire
if the following three conditions are met. The first con-
dition ( T 3 $ 316, where T 3 is the AVHRR channel 3
temperature) ensures that the channel 3 temperatures are
close to the saturation level. The second condition ( T 3
$ T4 1 10, where T4 is the AVHRR channel 4 tem-
perature) ensures that the hot bare soils are not classified
as fire pixels. The third condition (T4 $ 250 K) ensures
that reflective bright clouds are not identified as fire
pixels. We modified one of these thresholds slightly to
suit this study (instead of T4 $ 250 K, the threshold
was changed to T4 $ 273 K). This modification is a
conservative estimate for screening clouds. We call this
fire detection scheme MKF, which stands for modified
Kaufman et al. algorithm. In the current study, the MKF
scheme is compared to a fire detection scheme that util-
izes the results of the paired-histogram classifier and
several spatial and spectral conditions (Kaufman and
Justice 1994). For pixels classified as clear land (desert
ecosystems and water bodies are eliminated using the
Olson ecosystem map) with no sun glint contamination,
a series of contextual tests are performed. For a 10 3
10 group of clear-sky pixels, within a view angle of 458,
if T 3 # 315 and if T 3 2 T4 # 8 K, no fires are detected.
Then T 3 and T4 are corrected for water vapor effects
similar to Prins and Menzel (1994). For the TRF eco-
system, the infrared temperatures are adjusted by 4 K,
and for the other three ecosystems (TBS, SGW, and
MGS), the infrared temperatures are adjusted by 2 K
for water vapor absorption. These assumptions are also
well supported by the TIROS Operational Vertical
Sounder (TOVS)-measured surface skin temperature
values, as discussed in the results section. Strong fires
are characterized as T 3 2 T4(T34) . 15 K and T4 .
319 K. Then, using the thresholds outlined in Kaufman
and Justice (1994), further analysis is performed that
identifies a pixel as fire or nonfire. Pixels are defined
as fire if the following conditions are met:

T3 . T 1 2dT or T3 . 319 K3b 3b

and

T . DT 1 2dT or T . 20 K, (1)34 34b 34b 34

where
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T3 5 AVHRR channel 3 temperature,

T4 5 AVHRR channel 4 temperature,

T 5 AVHRR channel 3 temperature of the back-3b

ground,

DT 5 channel 3 2 channel 4 temperatures,34

DT 5 channel 3 2 channel 4 temperatures for the34b

background pixels, and

dT 5 standard deviation of channels 3 and 4 tempera-34b

tures for the background.

The basic idea behind this algorithm is to detect fires
if

1) the channel 3 temperature of a pixel is greater than
the channel 3 temperature of the background plus
two times its standard deviation or if channel 3 tem-
peratures is greater than 319 K, and

2) the difference in channel 3 and channel 4 tempera-
tures is greater than the background temperature dif-
ference plus two times the standard deviation. This
fire detection scheme is called EBAF (Ecosystem
Based Fire Detection) for notational simplicity and
is a modification of the algorithm described by Kauf-
man and Justice (1994).

A similar algorithm is used by Justice et al. (1996)
to detect fires over Africa. Flasse and Ceccato (1996)
also describe a similar algorithm that could be used on
a global basis. It is noted that this is the beginning of
an effort to develop an algorithm that could be used on
a global basis. Future developments will include 1) cor-
rection for water vapor effects using the TOVS database,
2) emissivity corrections based on available data, and
3) extensive ground-based validation.

c. Collocation of AVHRR with ERBE data and smoke
identification

The AVHRR and ERBE are precisely collocated in
time because both the instruments obtained data from
NOAA-9. However, the spatial resolution of ERBE is
much larger than that of the AVHRR. Therefore, a group
of (35 3 35) AVHRR pixels that correspond to an ERBE
footprint is identified by matching the ERBE latitude
and longitude with that of the AVHRR. Collocation ac-
curacies are checked by computing linear correlation
coefficients between AVHRR channel 4 temperatures
and ERBE longwave (LW) fluxes along with AVHRR
channel 1 reflectances with ERBE shortwave (SW) flux-
es. Typical correlation coefficients are greater than 90%.

Smoke pixels are identified by first locating fires with-
in a collocated ERBE pixel. Within an ERBE pixel if
fire and/or fires are present, then each AVHRR pixel is
checked to ensure if the channel 4 temperatures are
warmer than 273 K. If this criteria is satisfied, then the

ERBE pixel is classified as a ‘‘smoke pixel.’’ This meth-
od captures the smoke directly above the fires that are
warmer than 273 K. Although it is possible to include
clouds in this method, a visual examination of several
images shows that directly above the fires, smoke pre-
dominates, as opposed to low-level water clouds. This
method of identifying smoke does not differentiate the
magnitude of the smoke optical depth, which can vary
over a wide range, depending upon the site fuel loading,
the duration of the fires, and the level of background
smoke from other fires.

d. Radiative forcing of smoke

The concept of radiative forcing using broadband
measurements are described in a series of papers that
utilize the ERBE data [e.g., Ramanathan et al. 1989;
Hartmann et al. 1986]. However, most of these studies
were applied to studying clouds on a global scale. Only
a very few studies have utilized ERBE measurements
to estimate the impact of aerosols. Ackerman and Chung
(1992) used ERBE measurements for seven images to
estimate the difference in SW and LW fluxes at the TOA
for aerosols produced by dust storms, although no ra-
diative forcing estimates were provided. Minnis et al.
(1993) used broadband wide field of view measurements
monthly mean Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS)
measurements to estimate the radiative impact of vol-
canic aerosols from the Mount Pinatubo eruption. The
concept of radiative forcing is to determine if either
clouds or aerosols ‘‘warm’’ or ‘‘cool’’ the earth. The
following radiative forcing terms expressed in watts per
square meter are defined as follows:

shortwave radiative forcing (SWARF) 5 S [a 2 a ],0 clr aer

(2)

where

S 5 incoming solar flux,0

a 5 clear-sky albedo, andclr

a 5 aerosol-sky albedo;aer

longwave radiative forcing (LWARF) 5 LW 2 LW ,clr aer

(3)

where

LW 5 clear-sky longwave flux at the TOA, andclr

LW 5 aerosol longwave flux at the TOA;aer

and

net radiative forcing (NETARF) 5 SWARF 1 LWARF.
(4)

If shortwave radiative forcing is negative, then it de-
notes a cooling effect because aerosols reflect more of
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the incoming solar radiation than clear-sky regions. If
longwave radiative forcing is positive, then it denotes
warming effect because even in the presence of aerosols,
the outgoing longwave radiation for clear sky is larger
than that of aerosols. The NETARF, therefore, is the
sum total of these two effects. If NETARF is negative,
then it means that the influence of aerosols on the re-
gional radiative balance is one of cooling. If NETARF
is positive, it denotes a warming effect where the effect
of aerosols warms the earth–atmosphere system.

The radiative forcing terminology defined this way
are called ‘‘instantaneous radiative forcing’’ because no
space or time averages have been performed. Through-
out this paper, the radiative forcing that is referred to
is instantaneous radiative forcing, unless it is stated oth-
erwise. The ideal method to obtain the temporally av-
eraged global mean radiative forcing values for aerosols
is to 1) properly identify the aerosols from narrowband
sensors (such as the AVHRR, VIRS, MODIS) and 2)
to replace the aaer and LWaer by aobs and LWobs, respec-
tively, where aobs and LWobs denote observed albedo
and observed LW flux from broadband measurements,
respectively (Ramanathan et al. 1989), and to further
quantify the aerosol radiative effects as a function of
smoke optical depth. The observed values could be 1)
clear sky, 2) cloudy, or 3) aerosols. Note that a com-
bination of these is also possible. When averaged over
a day and month (Barkstrom 1984), we can then obtain
global aerosol radiative forcing estimates, provided ad-
equate number of measurements over a given region are
made. With a polar orbiting satellite, only two mea-
surements can be made over a given area in the Tropics.
Traditionally, a combination of two polar orbiting sat-
ellites are available for any time period (e.g., NOAA-9
and NOAA-10 for the current study). Even with two
polar orbiting satellites, a given area in the Tropics will
be observed four times a day, two of which will be
during hours when no sunlight or when minimum sun-
light is available. To circumvent this problem, coinci-
dent narrowband and broadband measurements must be
made from a low-orbit satellite in a precessing orbit
with respect to the sun that will enable sufficient diurnal
sampling of a given area. This type of orbit can sample
all local times over the course of a month (Kidder and
Vonder Haar 1995). Although ERBS was positioned in
such an orbit, no narrowband radiometers were available
from this satellite. However, the TRMM platform, in a
precession orbit, carries a narrowband radiometer
(VIRS) and a broadband scanner (CERES), which is
well suited to obtain global estimates of temporally av-
eraged aerosol radiative forcing.

4. Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows a series of AVHRR images from 1–
6 September 1985. These images are approximately cen-
tered around 108S and 608W. The latitude and longitude
for the northwest, northeast, southeast, and southwest

corners for the images are shown in Table 2. This figure
is a typical three-band overlay that is used to highlight
the various features. The AVHRR channel 1 is in red,
the ‘‘mean’’ textural measure (Christopher et al. 1996)
of channels (1 2 4)/(1 1 4) is blue, and the normalized
channel combination of (1 2 4)/(1 1 4) is in green.
The combination of spectral and textural information
has been useful in visually separating smoke and clouds
from the underlying background. The dark areas are
clear-sky regions, the light yellow color that is seen on
all the images is the optically thin haze that is found
throughout the biomass burning season (Andreae et al.
1988), and the bright yellow color shows the dense
smoke plumes. Most of these dense plumes are asso-
ciated with fires that are apparent in these images. The
blue color denotes the water clouds and the white color
shows clouds with cloud-top temperatures colder than
273 K. Several interesting features can be seen from
these images. On 1 September 1985, the image is mostly
cloud covered with only a very few fires seen in Ron-
donia. On 2 September Rondonia is relatively clear with
many fires toward the center of the image. On 3 Sep-
tember 1985 there is a classic image with a dense smoke
plume in Rondonia that has several active fires, and a
major portion of the image is covered with smoke haze.
On 4 September, the dense smoke plume is no longer
apparent, but there are a large number of fires. On 5
September 1985, Rondonia is toward the western edge
of the image, but a large number of fires with several
smoke plumes are visible. On 6 September 1985, the
image shows the large number of fires to the southeast
of Rondonia. Figure 2 is a good example of the fire
activities and the associated smoke that are prevalent
during the biomass burning season. The fires are usually
categorized into flaming and smoldering fires (Ward et
al. 1992), although it is difficult to precisely distinguish
between the two types from current satellite imagery.
Flaming conditions exist for a short period of time, dur-
ing the start of the fires, with high combustion effi-
ciencies and low emissions of gases and particles. Smol-
dering conditions, on the other hand, release large
amounts of trace gases and have a lower combustion
efficiency. Given the fact that most of the observed fires
by the AVHRR are not during the time of ignition, the
fires seen in Fig. 2 are probably from the smoldering
phase.

Figure 3 shows the temporal distribution of fires for
all images that were analyzed for the four ecosystems
for August, September, and October 1985. The solid
histograms denote the fires detected by the MKF meth-
od, and the clear histograms denote the fires detected
by the EBAF method. The TRF has few fires in August,
while the other three ecosystems (TBS, MGS, and
SGW) have maximum fires of about 5000 during the
middle of the month. The EBAF and MKF methods
compare well for the month of August, with the MKF
method detecting more fires on certain days (e.g., 10
August). The EBAF method is probably a conservative
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TABLE 2. Latitudes and longitudes for images in Fig. 2.

Day

NW

Lat Long

NE

Lat Long

SE

Lat Long

SW

Lat Long

1 Sep
2 Sep
3 Sep
4 Sep
5 Sep
6 Sep

88S
88S
68S
88S
88S
88S

658W
628W
598W
568W
548W
518W

78S
78S
58S
78S
78S
78S

578W
548W
528W
498W
468W
448W

148S
158S
128S
158S
158S
148S

558W
528W
508W
478W
448W
428W

178S
168S
148S
168S
168S
168S

638W
608W
588W
558W
528W
498W

estimate since more spectral and spatial tests are per-
formed to eliminate false signals. During September, the
TRF has very few fires and the majority of the fire
activities are in the TBS, MGS, and the SGW ecosys-
tems. There is a well-defined temporal variation in fire
activities that may be in part due to cloud cover vari-
ations where fires cannot be detected. In the TBS and
MGS areas, fire activities are concentrated in the first
15 days, whereas in the SGW areas, fire activities persist
throughout the month. The summary in Table 3 shows
the comparison between the two methods for the four
ecosystems. MKF . EBAF denotes the number of days
when the MKF method detected more fire pixels than
the EBAF method. For example, the MKF method over-
estimated fire counts on 27 days in the SGW ecosystem
when compared to the EBAF technique. The statistics
for the TRF ecosystem, as shown in Table 3, must be
interpreted with caution because less than 1% of the
total number of fires were detected in this ecosystem.
These statistics show that for the TBS ecosystem, the
MKF technique underestimates fire counts, relative to
the EBAF technique, whereas for the MGS and SGW
ecosystems, the MKF method overestimates fire counts
60%–70% of the time. The reason for this overesti-
mation could be due to the warmer background tem-
peratures misidentified as fire pixels since the surface
temperatures in the MGS and SGW ecosystems are
higher than the TBS and TRF ecosystems. For the TBS
ecosystem, the maximum underestimation of fire counts
are on the order of 15%–25%. For example, on 2 Sep-
tember 1985, the MKF method detected 819 fire pixels,
and the EBAF method detected 993 fire pixels, thereby
leading to an underestimation of about 21%. On the
other hand, the MKF method overestimates fire counts
significantly for the MGS and SGW ecosystems on cer-
tain days. For example, on 24 September 1985, the MKF
method overestimates fire counts by about 60%. A vi-
sual examination of the images showed that there were
many pixels falsely identified as fires by the MKF meth-
od along the coastal regions of South America. The
EBAF method that utilizes spatial, spectral, and ancil-
lary databases appears to perform well over the entire
study area and is assumed as ‘‘truth’’ in this discussion.
The number of fires and their temporal distribution of
fires compares well with previous studies (Kaufman et
al. 1990; Setzer and Perreira 1991). Fire activities are

intense in September with a majority of fires occurring
in the MGS and SGW ecosystems.

During August, September, and October 1985, a total
of 211 580 fires were detected in all four ecosystems
by the EBAF method. Out of these, less than 1% of the
fires were detected in the TRF. The percentage of fires
detected for the TBS, MGS, and SGW ecosystems were
27%, 32%, and 40%, respectively. These results indicate
that the majority of the fires are related to agricultural
practices. Note that the exact fire counts do have lim-
itations, as outlined in Robinson (1991).

Figure 4 shows the frequency histogram of shortwave
fluxes for clear-sky and smoke regions. Figures 4a–d
are clear-sky SW fluxes for the four ecosystems; Figs.
4e–h, the SW fluxes for smoke. The SW fluxes for clear-
sky regions range between 140 and 180 W m22 with
peak clear-sky SW fluxes between 150–160 W m22 for
TRF and SGW, and between 160 and 170 W m22 for
TBS and MGS. The SW fluxes for smoke, on the other
hand, are larger than those of clear-sky regions for all
four ecosystems with some overlap between 160 and
180 W m22. On the average, the smoke aerosols have
a larger SW flux than those of clear-sky regions. Note
the large variability in the smoke SW fluxes, which is
due to the wide range of aerosol optical depth in these
cases. The SW flux values for smoke range between 160
and 250 W m22. The distribution of smoke SW fluxes
appears rather uniform for the MGS and SGW ecosys-
tems and are larger than those of the corresponding
clear-sky regions. The peak SW flux values for the TBS
are between 170 and 200 W m22, an approximate in-
crease of about 40–50 W m22 from the clear-sky regions.
For the TBS, MGS, and SGW ecosystems, there is a
wide range of SW flux values with peak values between
160 and 180 W m22.

Figure 5 shows the LW flux values for the clear-sky
and the smoke regions. Unlike the clear-sky SW flux
values, the LW values show a well-defined trend be-
tween the four ecosystems. The TRF ecosystem has peak
clear-sky LW fluxes between 270 and 280 W m22,
whereas the TBS shows peak values between 290 and
300 W m22. The SGW, peak clear-sky LW fluxes are
between 300 and 310 W m22, whereas the MGS eco-
system has the largest peak clear-sky values between
320 and 330 W m22. Although the peak values are dif-
ferent between the ecosystems, there is a wide range of
LW fluxes among the four ecosystems, ranging between
260 and 330 W m22, which results from the difference
in surface temperatures. The LW flux values indicate
that the mean average temperatures are different from
the TRF to the SGW ecosystems, a fact well supported
by the TOVS-measured skin temperatures, as discussed
later in the paper. For smoky regions the LW fluxes
have peak values betwen 290 and 310 W m22. However,
note that there is a large overlap between the LW flux
values for clear-sky and smoke regions that shows the
difficulty in separating the LW effects of smoke from
the underlying background. Most of the smoke found
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FIG. 3. Temporal distribution of fires for four ecosystems: (a) TRF, (b) TBS, (c) SGW, and (d)
MGS during August, September, and October 1985. The solid histograms are from the MKF method
and the clear histograms are from the EBAF method.

between 1 and 4 km in altitude (Anderson et al. 1996)
have similar radiating temperatures when compared to
the ground. Although the LW flux values are similar
between the smoke and clear-sky regions, the difference
in SW fluxes between clear-sky and smoke regions ac-

counts for the negative net radiative forcing values,
which implies a cooling effect.

Table 4 shows the mean and standard deviations of
spectral and broadband properties for clear sky and
smoke calculated from AVHRR and ERBE, respective-
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TABLE 3. MKF and EBAF statistics for four ecosystems.

MKF . EBAF MKF 5 EBAF MKF , EBAF

TRF
TBS
SGW
MGS

9
13
27
30

15
0
1
0

18
29
14
12

ly. These statistics are for August, September, and Oc-
tober 1985 and therefore are representative of the dry
season in South America. Also shown in the table are
monthly mean precipitation, water vapor, and surface
skin temperature values from the TOVS Pathfinder da-
taset that are derived using the physical retrieval method
of Susskind et al. (1984). These TOVS values are shown
to highlight the meteorological conditions for these eco-
systems. The TOVS data show that there is a well-
defined change in precipitation, water vapor, and skin
temperature among the four ecosystems. The TRF has
higher precipitable water vapor (4.37 cm s21) and there-
fore higher precipitation (4.29 mm day21) when com-
pared to all other ecosystems. The average temperature
is also lower than the other four ecosystems due to the
absorption of incident solar radiation by the thick can-
opy. However, note that this is the dry season in Ama-
zonia. Typical rainfall rates and precipitable water are
much higher during the wet season (November–May).
Also note the clear-sky channel 4–5 (C45) temperatures,
which are indicators of the water vapor content for clear-
sky regions (Price 1984; Choudhury et al. 1995). Clear-
sky C45 differences are maximum over TRF, with de-
creasing C45 values over the TBS, MGS, and SGW
ecosystems. The skin temperature noted by TOVS is
larger than the channel 4 temperatures measured at the
TOA due to the water vapor amounts. Therefore, at-
mospheric corrections for channel 4 temperatures of
about 4 K for TRF and 2 K for TBS, SGW, and MGS
are representative for this area. Several interesting ob-
servations are made from Table 4. The tropical rain
forest has the lowest clear-sky AVHRR channel 1 re-
flectances, the lowest AVHRR clear-sky infrared tem-
peratures, and the lowest broadband ERBE LW fluxes
due to the dense vegetation. Channel 3 reflectances for
clear-sky regions vary between 4.3% and 5.8%, which
is typical for the vegetation types in Amazonia. The
broadband albedo varies from 14.6% to 16.4% for clear-
sky regions, which is also characteristic for this area
(Penner et al. 1992). The narrowband and broadband
properties for smoke are different than those of clear-
sky regions, as indicated by the bold numbers in Table
4. The mean channel 1 reflectances for smoke are about
19% (compared to 9%–10% for clear sky), with standard
deviations on the order of 2%–3%. Channel 4 temper-
atures for ‘‘smoky’’ regions are very similar to those of
the clear-sky regions that show, on average, that most
of the smoke is near the surface. It is emphasized that
these are average conditions for the entire study period.
Channel 3 reflectances are also very low for the smoky

regions because at near-infrared wavelengths, the aer-
osols do not reflect the incident radiation due to the
small particle sizes. The broadband SW and LW flux
values for smoke are smaller than those of clear-sky
regions. On average, the SW fluxes of smoky regions
are greater than those of clear-sky regions by about 20–
30 W m22, while the LW fluxes are different by about
0–7 W m22. This shows that smoke aerosols have a
larger effect on reflecting incoming solar radiation when
compared to modulating the LW flux emitted by the
earth–aerosol system. Once the clear-sky SW fluxes
have been determined, the mean clear-sky SW and LW
flux values for each ecosystem are then used to compute
the radiative forcing terms. The uncertainties in assum-
ing a single value for clear-sky fluxes are discussed in
section 5c.

Table 5 shows the SWARF, LWARF, and NETARF
values for the four ecosystems. The SWARF values for
all four ecosystems are negative, ranging from 225.3
to 240.6 W m22. The TRF results should be interpreted
with caution because very few smoke pixels were iden-
tified during the period of study. The negative values
indicate that the smoke pixels on the average reflect
more of the incoming solar radiation as opposed to clear-
sky regions. These values are consistent with our pre-
vious study (Christopher et al. 1996). The mean LWARF
values range from 20.3 to 6.7 W m22, with the MGS
ecosystem having the only negative LWARF value. The
NETARF, which is the sum of the SWARF and LWARF
terms, therefore, shows the predominant effect of the
reflective properties of smoke aerosols. The instanta-
neous net radiative forcing values are negative for all
four ecosystems, with the TBS ecosystem having the
largest NETARF values of about 235.3 W m22. These
results show that the net radiative impact of aerosols
for all four major ecosystems in South America is one
of cooling.

5. Uncertainty factors

In this section, the various uncertainties associated
with the estimation of radiative forcing are discussed.
The following sources are identified.

a. Uncertainties in AVHRR and ERBE measurements

It is assumed that the preprocessing of the AVHRR
data to account for 1) the degradation of the visible and
near-infrared channels and 2) the nonlinear calibration
of the infrared channels is adequate for this study. While
the ERBE measurements were well calibrated before
launch and during operation, the final data products are
a combination of measured radiances and model com-
putations. For instantaneous radiances, the uncertainties
in longwave observations are about 1%, and the un-
certainties in shortwave observations are about 2%–3%
(Barkstrom et al. 1989). The ERBE-measured radiances
are then inverted to TOA fluxes using a maximum like-
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FIG. 4. Shortwave fluxes in watts per square meter for four ecosystems (TRF, TBS, SGW, and MGS): (a)–(b) clear-
sky regions, (e)–(h) smoke.
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 except for longwave fluxes.
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TABLE 4. Narrowband and broadband means and standard deviations for clear sky and smoke for four ecosystems.

Tropical rain forest

m Std dev

Tropical broadleaf
seasonal

m Std dev

Savanna/grass and
seasonal woods

m Std dev

Mild/warm grass/shrub

m Std dev

Channel 1 reflectance (%) Clear
Smoke

9.17
19.43

3.53
2.64

9.79
19.32

3.29
2.74

10.16
18.69

3.20
2.39

10.57
19.79

3.27
2.49

Channel 2 reflectance (%) Clear
Smoke

18.87
22.98

4.95
2.23

19.35
22.57

4.57
2.60

18.61
22.04

4.47
2.43

17.48
22.89

4.70
3.31

Channel 3 temperature (K) Clear
Smoke

300.23
301.34

3.27
1.13

302.12
302.37

3.94
3.39

304.64
302.29

4.92
3.52

306.07
309.56

6.51
4.30

Channel 4 temperature (K) Clear
Smoke

292.18
292.96

5.46
1.20

296.18
297.54

5.31
2.98

298.02
297.69

6.13
3.09

299.63
302.44

7.63
3.84

Channel 4–channel 5 (K) Clear
Smoke

3.03
1.99

0.73
0.33

2.72
2.21

0.80
0.67

2.71
2.35

0.88
0.71

2.58
2.43

1.10
1.13

Channel 3 reflectance (%) Clear
Smoke

4.77
5.00

2.11
0.93

4.31
4.13

2.49
2.89

4.48
4.33

2.81
2.81

5.84
9.30

3.03
3.90

Solar zenith angle (8) Clear
Smoke

38.80
35.00

4.00
0.00

42.43
46.43

4.78
6.84

43.41
48.93

5.34
6.80

44.39
51.85

6.05
5.22

ERBE shortwave flux (W m22) Clear
Smoke

160.4
191.67

18.41
26.08

162.71
188.81

13.
30.44

159.93
178.39

12.58
28.12

155.11
179.38

14.67
31.37

ERBE longwave flux (W m22) Clear
Smoke

272.57
279.30

10.24
8.56

302.63
300.05

14.60
13.48

306.27
306.60

16.09
15.79

315.34
310.11

16.08
16.07

TOVS precipitation (mm day21) 4.29 1.34 2.07 1.18 1.67 0.66 0.96 0.69
TOVS water vapor (cm) 4.37 0.56 3.87 0.58 3.39 0.57 2.89 0.83
TOVS skin temperature (K) 296.30 1.19 299.47 1.85 299.8 2.57 297.37 7.18

TABLE 5. Mean shortwave, longwave, and net radiative forcing for
four ecosystems.

TRF TBS SGW MGS

SWARF
LWARF
NETARF

240.6
6.7

233.9

236.0
0.7

235.3

225.3
20.3

225.6

235.8
5.3

230.5

lihood estimation technique that employs the measured
SW and LW radiances (Wielicki and Green 1989). In
this technique, the surface types are identified using
standard geographic maps. The surface types include 1)
ocean, 2) land, 3) snow, 4) desert, and 5) mixture of
land–ocean. Then four basic cloud categories are iden-
tified. They are 1) clear (0%–5% cloudy), 2) partly
cloudy (5%–50% cloud cover), (3) mostly cloudy
(50%–95% cloud cover), and (4) overcast (95%–100%
cloud cover). The smoke from biomass burning will be
identified into one of the above cloud categories. The
uncertainty in scene identification between AVHRR and
ERBE was calculated by determining clear-sky pixels
from the AVHRR method and comparing this with the
ERBE method. Clear-sky pixels identified by the
AVHRR method were correctly classified by the ERBE
method 76% of the time. The other 24% of the pixels
were classified as partly cloudy over land. The ERBE
method classified the smoke pixels as partly cloudy most
of the time. It is noted that in this comparison, the
AVHRR-detected clear and smoky pixels are assumed
as truth. Once the pixels are classified into the surface
and cloud categories, the ADMs are used to invert the
radiances to TOA fluxes. The ADMs (Suttles et al. 1988;
Suttles et al. 1989) for the ERBE program were devel-
oped using Nimbus-7 (Taylor and Stowe 1984) and

GOES data (Minnis and Harrison 1984a,b,c). Diekmann
and Smith (1989) discuss the errors associated with us-
ing broadband data for scene identification. Using lim-
ited data from April 1985 over two selected oceanic
regions, their analysis showed that the ERBE method
underestimated cloudiness over the oceans relative to
the AVHRR. This resulted in negligible errors in long-
wave flux, while the errors in shortwave flux reached
maximum values of about 13%. The aerosol regions that
are classified as partly cloudy could have similar errors
in shortwave and longwave fluxes, although it is difficult
to precisely estimate their uncertainty. A concerted ef-
fort is needed to develop ADMs for aerosols that will
reduce uncertainties in direct radiative forcing estimates.

b. Uncertainties in fire and smoke detection

In this study, a large volume of AVHRR imagery was
used to identify fires and smoke. Two different fire de-
tection schemes were discussed. Although the EBAF
method appears to perform better than the MKF method,
it is tedious and almost impossible to visually ensure
that every single fire pixel was accompanied by a smoke
plume. The ‘‘accuracy’’ of the fire detection scheme was
ensured by examining selected AVHRR images for
smoke plumes that were associated with fires. False
identification of fires was usually associated with coast-
lines and hot bare surfaces.

In this study, only the smoke around the fire pixels
within the ERBE collocated pixel of about 35 km2 in
area is detected. Therefore, the radiative forcing is rep-
resentative for smoke only around source regions. Our
previous study (Christopher et al. 1996) showed that
optically thin hazelike smoke has net radiative forcing
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values of about 216 W m22. As noted earlier, the current
method may classify low-level warm clouds over the
fires as smoke pixels. However, a visual examination of
several images showed that directly above fires, smoke
is present as opposed to water clouds.

c. Uncertainties in clear-sky statistics related to
radiative forcing

The AVHRR-based method classifies each AVHRR
pixel as clear provided they are not contaminated with
clouds or smoke. The narrowband clear-sky statistics
presented in Table 4 are consistent with previous studies
(Kaufman et al. 1990; Setzer and Perreira 1991). For
the collocated analysis, an ERBE pixel was classified
as clear only if each AVHRR pixel within the ERBE
footprint was classified as clear by the PHC algorithm.
However, the clear-sky SW and LW fluxes have a large
variability within each ecosystem. For example, the
mean clear-sky SW flux for the SGW ecosystem is 155
W m22 with a standard deviation of 15 W m22, while
the mean LW flux is 315 W m22 with a standard de-
viation of 16 W m22. Assuming the mean value for
computing the radiative forcing terms could therefore
lead to uncertainties. We therefore used the minimum
and maximum values of clear-sky SW fluxes and re-
computed the radiative forcing terms. The net radiative
forcing values range from 282 to 214 W m22 for TBS,
270 to 22 W m22 for TBS, 260 to 8 W m22 for SGW,
and 268 to 8 W m22 for MGS ecosystems. Due to the
large variability of the SW and LW fluxes, the net ra-
diative forcing terms could vary by about 60–70 W m22;
therefore, it is noted that careful attention must be given
to ecosystem characterization.

6. Summary

Collocated narrowband and broadband measurements
are very useful in evaluating the direct radiative forcing
of biomass burning aerosols on a regional scale. In this
study, the 1985 biomass burning season between August
and October has been studied to monitor fires and smoke
and to estimate the direct regional radiative impact of
aerosols in four major ecosystems over South America.
The AVHRR LAC data are used to detect fires and
smoke. The broadband ERBE measurements are used
to compute the instantaneous SW, LW, and net radiative
forcing of biomass burning aerosols. Two different fire
detection schemes are presented. The majority of the
fires occur in the SGW and MGS ecosystems, which
are broadly called the cerrado regions. The TRF eco-
system (selva) has less than 1% of the total fires that
were detected. While the fixed threshold method (MKF)
often agrees well with the ecosystem-based threshold
method (EBAF), several challenges continue to exist to
perform fire detection on a global scale (Kaufman and
Justice 1994). Some examples of these challenges in-
clude validation and atmospheric correction. The smoke

from biomass burning, which often spreads throughout
the Amazon basin, has a significant impact on the re-
gional radiative balance. The instantaneous radiative
forcing of smoke for the four ecosystems that are studied
are negative and range between 225.6 and 233.9 W
m22. A concerted effort has been made to document the
narrowband and broadband properties of clear-sky and
smoky regions. Both the mean values and standard de-
viations are provided for all four ecosystems for the
1985 biomass burning season, which could provide use-
ful information for other studies.

Finally, it is noted that biomass burning aerosols play
an important role in the regional radiative balance of
the earth–atmosphere system. The negative net radiative
forcing values for all four ecosystems suggest that the
effect is one of cooling. However, in order to extend
this regional scale analysis to a global scale, satellite
measurements with sufficient temporal sampling should
be used, which will permit the estimation of the direct
radiative forcing of aerosols on a global scale. The
TRMM carries a narrowband radiometer called VIRS
that has similar spectral characteristics to that of the
AVHRR and will permit the detection of fires and
smoke. The TRMM platform also carries a CERES in-
strument that enables us to estimate the change in TOA
fluxes due to aerosol loading. More importantly, the
TRMM platform carries both these narrowband and
broadband instruments on the same platform in a pre-
cessing orbit that will enable tropical regions to be
viewed several times during the day. Therefore, to make
use of the full capabilities of these two instruments, a
viable strategy must be adopted to properly detect aer-
osols and to estimate their radiative impact.
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